
 

A group of girls stands in a circle

Florence is 4th on the left from Jess and

seventh on the right from Jess How many

girls are in the group
7 6
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Which of the following is true

A 4T 1.4 B 2 S C 3 6

D I 4.7 E Is S 8

B is true since 2.5 2 5

The diagram shows two rectangles whose

corresponding side are parallel as shown

What is the difference between the lengths

of the perimeters of the two rectangles
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Perimeter of smaller rectangle 2Gety

Perimeter of larger rectangle 2 Gets tlyt7D
2Cxty t 24

Hence the difference is 24M



The sum of three different positive integers is

7 What is the product of these integers

It 2 t 4 7 and 1 2 4 8

The diagram shows f our overlapping hearts
The areas of the hearts are 1cm 4cm
9cm and 16cm What is the total shaded

area

Shaded area 4 l t 16 9

3 t 7

10cm

What time is it 2017 minutes after
20 17

We have



2017 60 33 t 37

So we go forward 33 hours and 37 minutes

24 hours later it is 20 17 the next day

9 hours after that it is 5 17 the

next day Adding the 37 minutes the time

is
5 54

Olivia has 20 euros Each of her four
sisters has 10 euros How many euros does

Olivia need to give to each of her sisters

So that each of the five girl has the

same amount of money

Suppose Olivia gives away x Euros Then

20 x lo t I
4

w w
Olivia's Each sister's
money money

10 51
4



x 41 8
5

So each sister is given
2 euros

Adam the Ant started at the left hand end

of a pole and crawled 213 of its length

Benny the Beetle started at the right hand end

of the same pole and crawled 314 of its

length What Fraction of the length of the

pole are Adam and Benny now apart

We have
Zz Yz and I Iz

B A
f r

A B
3 8

O 1212 12
12 12

distance 8,7g Ezapart

Four cousins Alan Bob Carl and Dan are 3

8 12 and 14 years old though not necessarily in

that order Alan is younger than Carl The sum



of the ages of Alan and Dan is divisible by S

The sum of the ages of Carl and Dan is

divisible by 5 What is the sum of the ages of
Alan and Bob

Divisibility 5 So Dan must be 12 as

31 8 11 x that number appears in both
31 12 15 sums

3 14 17 Since Alan is younger than8th 20 V Carl we have
8 14 22 X Alan 3
121 14 26 x Carl 8

Hence Bob is the remaining
number 14

So Alan t Bob 3 t 14 17

One sixth of an audience are adults Two fifths
of the children are boys What fraction of the
audience are girls

315 of the children are girls and 516 of
the audience are children so the Fraction of
girls is 5g I I6



There were more than 800 entrants in a race

Exactly 35 were female There were 252 more

males than females How many entrants were

there in total

Suppose the number of female entrants is n

The number of male entrants was ht 252

So the total number of entrants was Zn t 252

We have

n O 35 Zn t 252

n 0.7N t 88.2

0.3 88.2

n 294

So the total number of entrants was

2 294 t 252 840

Ellie wants to write a number in each box of
the diagram below She has already written in two

of the numbers She wants the sum of all the



numbers to be 35 the sum of the numbers in

the First 3 boxes to be 22 and the sum of
the numbers in the last 3 boxes to be 25

31 I 114
What is the product of the numbers in the

shaded boxes

3 al b c 14

We want to find ac

we need 3 tat b ta t 4 35

at btc 35 7 28

and 3 ta t b 22

at b 19

and b te t 4 25

btc 21

Solve simultaneously

Sub into at 21 28 a 7

Sub into 19 to 28 c 9



So the product of the numbers in the shaded

boxes is 7 9 63
Rohan wants to cut a piece of string into
nine pieces of equal length He marks his

cutting points on the string Jai wants to cut

the same piece of string into only eight pieces
of equal length He marks his cutting points on

the string Yuvraj then cuts the string at all the

cutting points that are marked How many pieces

of string does he obtain

m m nm m m m m
p r r r n a k p p f r i r B

o a'sea's'aE s e

He obtains 16 pieces of string
None of Rohan's cutting points are at the same

place as Jai's there will be exactly one of Rohan's

marks on each piece that Jai creates meaning
that each of those 8 pieces will be cut in two

Two segments each 1cm long are marked on opposite

sides of a square of side 8cm the ends of the

segments are joined as shown What is the total



Shaded area

Suppose the height of
the lower triangle is
h then its area is

1h hx I hz

V

and the height of the upper triangle is 8 h

giving it an area of

18 h
484 1

Hence the total shaded area is

t 82 4cm

Margot wants to prepare a jogging schedule
She wants to jog exactly twice a week and on

the same days every week She does not want to

jog on two consecutive days How many different
timetable could Margot prepare
There are 7 choices for the First day she jogs
and 4 choices for the second since she can't

pick consecutive days Multiply these together



then divide by 2 since it doesn't matter which

Order she picked them in Hence there are

742 14 M Tu W Th F Su
Z X X

4 choices forpossible timetables oth

Ella wants to write a number in each cell of

a 3 3 grid so that the sum of the numbers in

any two cells that share an edge is the same

She has already written two number as shown

When Ella has completed the grid what will be

the sum of all the numbers in the grid

He
µ

2ta atb b 3

e f g
a 3 and b 2

So the common sun is 5

The sum of all the numbers in the grid is



f tg t Cte t dt 3 t atb t 2 4 5 2
w w w w
5 5 5 5 22

Tom has a list of nine integers 1 59

He creates a second list by adding 2 to some

of the integers in the first list and adding 5

to the others What is the smallest number of
different integers he can obtain in the second
list

I 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 6
5 to 5 t2 t2 2 different

any q 10 11 9 10 11

I 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 96
s 5 ts 5 2 1 2

any any differentans p g g 7 8 9

I 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 96
5 5 I 5 t2 t2 2

any different
6 7 8 6 7 8

Since 2 and 5 differ by 3 we can obtain the

same integer From two different starting points on

the First list two integers that also differ by 3
by adding 2 to the larger of the pair and



adding 5 to the smaller of the pair

In the list there are 6 pairs that differ by 3
I 4 Z S 3 6 4 7 S 8 6 9

But the numbers 4 S and 6 are used twice
So we can only use three of these pairs leaving
the other three integers From those pairs on their

Own

Hence the smallest number of different integers in

the second list is 6



Ten Kangaroos stood in line as shown in the

diagram

At a particular moment two Kangaroos standing

nose to nose exchanged places by jumping past
each other Each of the two Kangaroos involved in

the exchange continued to Face the same way as

it did before the exchange This was repeated

until no Further exchanges were possible How

many exchanges were made

T
This kangaroo is involved in
3 exchanges

In
This kangaroo is involved in
3 exchanges



T
This kangaroo is
involved in 6
exchanges

T
this kangaroo is
involved in 6

exchanges

At this point no more exchanges are

possible

There were 3 3 6 6 18 exchanges

Buses leave the airport every 3 minutes to travel

to the city centre A car leaves the airport at

the same time as one bus and travels to the

City Centre by the same route It takes each bus

60mi and the car 35 min to travel from the

airport to the city centre How many of these

airport buses does the car overtake on its way

to the city centre excluding the bus it left with



A bus that had left 25mi before the car

would arrive at the same time that it does

The buses leave at 3min intervals so this is

not possible A bus leaving 24 min before the

car would be overtaken A bus leaving 27mi's

before the car would arrive First So the

buses that are overtaken leave

24 min before the car

21 min
18 min

15 min

12 min

9 min

G min
1

3 min

There are 8 such buses

Anastasia's tablecloth has a regular pattern as

shown in the diagram What percentage of her

tablecloth is black



One solution quickest i

Divide up the tablecloth

into 25 equal squares
redlines

Half of each of the outer square is black
green lines and there are 16 of them This is

equivalent to 8 complete squares So the total

percentage of the tablecloth that is black is
8
25 32



Second longer solution

suppose the sidelength of the

tablecloth is 5k

2L

f

The length of the red line is 5x and it is

made up of five of the smaller white sections

So each smaller while section has length 2C

By a similar argument they also have height x

These shapes are rhombuses so the area of one



is 22
2

There are 16 of these on the tablecloth
so their total area is 16 222 8 2

2L X

f

Iv v

The white square in the middle has side length

3k and area 9 2

The whole tablecloth has area 5k _25 2

So the black area is 25 2 8
2 9

2 8 2

Hence the Fraction of the tablecloth which is



black is 8
2

I
25

3 2
100

32

Each number in the sequence starting

2,3 6 8 8,4
is obtained in the following way the First two

numbers are 2 and 3 and afterwards each

number is the last digit of the product of the

two preceding numbers in the sequence What is the

2017th number in the sequence

1st 2
2nd 3 2 6 1 8
3rd b

z t 6 2 14
4th 8 group
satin six
7th 2 number

z t 6 335 2012
8th 8

go the 2017th number in the9th 6
10th 8 sequence will be the fifth

LILY kwrf.ch isthe repeating group



i i 2

Stan had 125 small cubes He glued some of

them together to Form a large cube with nine

tunnels each perpendicular to two opposite Faces

and passing through the cube as shown How

many of the small cubes did he not use

The tunnels highlighted in same colours intersect
in a single cube

1 7theftso

part9dg
ppg be

Ita



So the number of small cubes used for

the three tunnels of a single colour is

3 5 2 13

T T
each once one
tunnel tunnel passes
separately the intersection the others don't have to

In total the cubes taken for the three
colours of tunnel or the number of cubes
not used is 3 13 39

Eric and Eleanor are training on a 720M

circular track They run in opposite directions each

at a constant speed Eric takes four minutes
to complete the Full circuit and Eleanor takes

five How Far does Eleanor run between consecutive

meetings of the two runners

Eric's speed 7240 180 mlmin

Eleanor's speed 720
g

144 mln n

Erik Eleanor



Distance run by Eleanor in t minutes 144 t

Distance run by Eric in t minutes 180T

For the two to meet up again after t min

we need

144T 720 180T

subtract From 720 since Eric is running the
reverse direction

324 t 720

t 20g min

So the distance Eleanor ran was

144 x 320M

Ellen wants to colour some of the cells of a

4x4 grid She wants to do this so that each
coloured cell shares at least one side with an

Uncoloured cell and each uncolored cell shares at

least one side with a coloured cell What is the

largest number of cell she can colour



MM 9h Here is an example
MMM grid with 12 squares

MM Ah coloured

M Wh Ch IS this the best

possible

Consider the shaded
block of cells It is not

possible for all of them
to be coloured or the
top left corner cell
would not be touching

an uncoloured cell So at least one must be
uncolored By a similar argument there
must be at least one uncoloured cell in

each 2 2 block There are 4 Such blocks
so there must be at least 4 uncolored

cells

Hence the maximum possible is 12



The diagram shows a parallelogram WXYZ with areas
The diagonals of the parallelogram meet at point 0
The point M is on the edge 2Y

The line WM and 2 X meet at N
The line MX and WY meet at P
The sum of the areas of the triangles b WNZ

and AXYP is GS
What is the area of quadrilateral MNOP

The area of the parallelogram WXYZ is S

The triangle SwMx has the same base and

height as the parallelogram hence its area is

s

So



DW2M t DXMY S swmx

S E s

IS

DE NM t CAMPY DW2M t DXMY

Dw NZ t DXYP

Is Is



Is
the triangle AZOY has the same base as

the parallelogram but half the height So its

area is x base height x base x height

Is4
therefore

MNOP SZOY DENN t CAMPY

I s I s
Is
12


